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ABSTRACT While much is known about DNA structure on the basepair level, this scale represents only a fraction of the structural levels involved in folding the genomic material. With recent advances in experimental and theoretical techniques, a variety
of structures have been observed on the fiber, gene, and chromosome levels of genome organization. Here we view chromatin
architecture from nucleosomes and fibers to genes and chromosomes, highlighting the rich structural diversity and fiber fluidity
emerging from both experimental and theoretical techniques. In this context, we discuss our recently proposed folding mechanism, which we call ‘‘hierarchical looping’’, similar to rope flaking used in mountain climbing, where 10-nm zigzag chromatin
fibers are compacted laterally into self-associating loops which then stack and fold in space. We propose that hierarchical
looping may act as a bridge between fibers and genes as well as provide a mechanism to relate key features of interphase
and metaphase chromosome architecture to genome structural changes. This motif emerged by analysis of ultrastructural internucleosome contact data by electron microscopy-assisted nucleosome interaction capture cross-linking experiments, in combination with mesoscale modeling. We suggest that while the local folding of chromatin can be regulated at the fiber level by
adjustment of internal factors such as linker-histone binding affinities, linker DNA lengths, and divalent ion levels, hierarchical
looping on the gene level can additionally be controlled by posttranslational modifications and external factors such as polycomb
group proteins. From a combination of 3C data and mesoscale modeling, we suggest that hierarchical looping could also play a
role in epigenetic gene silencing, as stacked loops may occlude access to transcription start sites. With advances in crystallography, single-molecule in vitro biochemistry, in vivo imaging techniques, and genome-wide contact data experiments, various
modeling approaches are allowing for previously unavailable structural interpretation of these data at multiple spatial and temporal scales. An unprecedented level of productivity and opportunity is on the horizon for the chromatin structure field.

Deciphering the structure and function of the genomic material has proven to be an enduring challenge in modern science. As our appreciation for the diversity and flexibility
of the double helix has deepened, its large-scale coiling
around histone proteins to form the chromosomal material
in eukaryotic organisms has opened new structural and
mechanistic questions. These questions span from single nucleosomes (hundreds of basepairs) to chromatin fibers
(thousands of basepairs, kb) to condensed chromosomes
(millions of basepairs, Mb); see Fig. 1. Not only do we
lack a full understanding of the structure of the chromatin
fiber and chromosomal arrangements from the kb to Mb
levels, we know much less about how structural transformations between these states occur. Because transitions from
open, transcriptionally active to closed, transcriptionally
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silent epigenetic states are of crucial importance to genome
function—from transcription to differentiation to cell senescence—there is great interest in deciphering these states and
transitions by modeling and instrumentation.
Exciting recent advances are providing important anchors
for addressing these puzzles. Namely, rapid developments in
x-ray crystallography, cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM),
in situ biochemistry, single-nucleosome resolution nanoscopy, and genome-wide high throughput experiments are
providing a wide range of images and data across several orders of magnitude of spatial and temporal scales. In tandem,
in silico techniques now make possible reliable modeling
of the chromatin polymer: atomic nucleosomes, coarsegrained chromatin fibers, and segments of chromosomes.
Together, a wide range of multiscale models are helping
bridge experimental data with increased accuracy and
insight, as recently reviewed (1,2). An unprecedented level
of opportunity and productivity for chromatin science is
on the horizon.
As always, however, new advances raise new questions.
While a key goal over the past decade has been identification
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FIGURE 1 A schematic view of the levels and structures involved as the chromatin fiber packs genomic DNA in the cell nucleus. Several levels of structural and functional states are known but not well understood. Double-stranded DNA binds to histone proteins to form complexes, known as nucleosomes, the
building blocks of chromatin. Each nucleosome is composed of ~147 bp of DNA coiled around eight histone proteins, two dimers each of H2A, H2B, H3, and
H4. Many nucleosomes have been resolved at atomic resolution. Nucleosomes connect to one another to form the chromatin fiber, where an open state forms
at low salt without linker histones called beads-on-a-string. A more condensed state forms at high salt with linker histones like H1 or H5. The long-assumed
compact 30-nm fiber may adopt more variable forms in vivo, as shown for the subsaturated LH fibers (one LH per two nucleosomes, or ½LH) and LH-deficient (LH) fibers shown in the bottom left. Relatively straight þLH fibers show little self-association, whereas ½LH fibers show moderate self-association,
and LH fibers show high levels of self-association. All three types show variable widths. Additionally, these self-associating fibers may involve hierarchical
looping or flaking, as used in mountain climbing and rappelling, which is more pronounced in ½LH and LH fibers. Flaking, in this context, refers to the
lateral compaction of a long polymer due to loops of various size undergoing further folding in space, while avoiding tangles or knots. In the context of rope
folding, flaking refers to packaging flexible elongated rope into neatly stacked loops (by winding the loops back and forth) so that the rope can be easily
unraveled. A simple scheme for such rope stacking is shown at the bottom left. At bottom right, we show another possible variation of such compact networks
of stacked loops. Active gene elements form large loose loops that bridge gene promoters to gene-transcribing regions. In cooperation with other epigenetic
marks and scaffolding proteins, these gene elements organize into chromosomes. In interphase chromosomes, individual chromosomes are separated into
different chromosomal territories. In the metaphase cell, individual chromosomes can be distinguished, as shown by different colors. Interphase chromosomes are also known to exist in different levels of condensation. The more loosely packed genomic state is known as ‘‘euchromatin’’, while the more densely
packed genomic material is denoted as ‘‘heterochromatin’’. A possible internal organization for these two related states involves tight versus open networks of
chromatin loops, which build upon the proposed flaking or hierarchical looping motif. To see this figure in color, go online.

of the assumed structure of a compact 30-nm chromatin
fiber—whether zigzag, solenoid, or other—an intensely
debated new topic concerns the existence of this ordered fiber
itself in the nucleus of living cells. Many in vivo experiments
and models are now suggesting that less ordered, polymorphic forms of chromatin fibers may be more functionally
relevant (3–9). Additionally, although it is becoming

apparent that chromatin structure depends on many internal
and external variables such as the DNA linker length, linker
histone density, and ion concentration (10–14), there is still
uncertainty about how these parameters regulate chromatin
structure across cell stages (15). Clearly, various discrete
states are now being recognized at different cell cycle stages
and differentiation states, and new insights into the structure
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of interphase and metaphase chromatin are emerging (15–
17). Identifying these various states, interpreting their transitions and functions, and relating these functions to global or
local epigenetic marks for manipulation of cell differentiation states, now form intense and exciting areas of research
(12,18,19).
In this perspective, we discuss several of these different
structural arrangements on multiple length scales—namely
the nucleosome, fiber (kb), and gene levels (~100–
800 kb), and relate our emerging folding motif, hierarchical
looping or flaking (see Fig. 1) to other models for interphase
and metaphase chromatin and to various levels in chromatin
structure and function. We suggest that the combined field
advances mark a turning point in our understanding of the
inner workings of genomic DNA, as we rapidly move
from a static, discrete structure of the chromatin fiber to
self-organizing functional systems composed of fluid, interconverting fibers.

From nucleosomes to chromosomes
Chromatin foundations

The building block of eukaryotic DNA in the nucleus is the
nucleosome, a nucleoprotein complex where two copies of
each histone protein H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 form an octamer around which ~147 bp of DNA are wrapped tightly
in 1.75 left-handed supercoil turns; see Fig. 1 (20). This stable structure forms spontaneously in solution under native
conditions, and can be stabilized by certain conserved
sequence motifs (21). Each core histone protein also features a polypeptide tail, or a terminal domain that projects
away from the nucleosome into the solvent. These tails
are generally disordered and have been implicated in a variety of functional roles, including nucleosome stability (22),
cell signaling (23), large-scale chromatin compaction (24),
and genetic activation/silencing (23). Due to their distinct
positions on the nucleosome, the various histone tails have
unique roles in stabilizing chromatin architecture. The
H2A and H2B tails have been implicated in maintenance
of nucleosome stability by point mutation studies in combination with Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments (22). Tail deletion studies show that H2A and
H2B tails maintain cross-nucleosome interactions (25).
The H4 tails play dual roles in interacting with an acidic
patch on the surface of the nucleosome and forming contacts
with nonparent nucleosomes (26). The H4 tail is also a common target for numerous chemical modifications during or
after translation (termed ‘‘posttranslational modifications’’
or PTMs) such as acetylation, phosphorylation, or methylation (23). EM imaging and biochemical assays have shown
that these alterations induce global structural changes on
chromatin (27). While these four core histones define canonical nucleosomes, many variants exist for each histone,
although the specific functions of most variants are not
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well understood. Among the well-known variants, H2A.Z
alters the stability of the resulting nucleosome and is associated with transcription start sites (TSSs), while H3.3 helps
establish the CENP-A nucleosome found in centromeric
regions (12).
Additionally, recent modeling work has further illuminated the roles of tails in stabilizing higher-order chromatin
structure. For example, mesoscale modeling has corroborated that the H4 tail bridges internucleosome contacts via
the acidic patch; the H3 tail screens the DNA linkers and
stabilizes stems when linker histones are present; the H2A
and H2B tails establish cross-nucleosome contacts (28);
and the H4 and H3 tails play significant roles in magnesium
dependent compaction of fibers (29). Recent multiscale
studies also suggest that the mechanisms by which histone
tails mediate higher-order chromatin structure are complex.
For example, atomic resolution modeling coupled with
coarse-grained models have suggested a stepwise mechanism by which the H3 tail may stabilize nucleosomal
DNA unwrapping by binding to partially unwrapped nucleosomal DNA (30), and that lysine acetylation may regulate
global chromatin architecture not through direct charge
modulation per se, but by inhibiting crucial long-range internucleosome contacts due to decreased tail flexibility (31).
Another crucial protein implicated in chromatin architecture is the linker histone (LH), which associates with the
linker DNA near the entry/exit point to/from the nucleosome (32). The linker histone has a crucial role in chromatin
condensation by forming stems with the linker DNA (33).
H1 and H5 linker histones are common, and variants for
different tissues exist, which compete in the cell nucleus
for binding time (34).
The linker histone is composed of three domains—an
N-terminal domain; an unstructured C-terminal domain;
and a small globular head, which is highly positive and
binds tightly to the entering/exiting DNA of the nucleosome. The C-terminal domain, which is larger than 100
amino acids, stretches out along the linker DNA and condenses in response to increasing cellular salt concentrations
(35). Binding of linker histones dramatically alters global
chromatin fiber properties. Namely, saturated LH chromatin
(i.e., one LH per nucleosome) encourages condensation
of chromatin fibers by forming tight stems with the DNA
(36,37). Although saturated LH densities are noted in
major cell lines (15), the affinities of nucleosomes to linker
histones are highly dynamic (38). This binding affinity is
also affected by PTMs such as phosphorylation and citrullination (39); citrullination involves converting an arginine
residue into a noncoding amino acid citrulline, in which
the terminal region of the side chain has been neutralized
(39). Such PTMs have also been implicated in cell differentiation states (39) and cell cycle maintenance (38).
The length of linker DNA between nucleosomes plays an
important role in chromatin fiber structure and architecture
(11,32). Average reported linker lengths vary widely
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depending on the tissue, organism, cell cycle, and differentiation state (40,41). It has been observed experimentally for
yeast (42) and mouse (43) cell lines that chromatin fiber
linker lengths tend to periodic values of 10n or 10n þ
5 bp (where n ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for yeast and n ¼ 1, 2, 3, .,
10 for mice). Such effects were explained by theoretical
modeling (44,45). How this effect extends to systems with
linker histone, however, remains unknown.
The linker length is often described by the nucleosome
repeat length (NRL), or the sum of DNA linker basepairs
plus 147 bp of the DNA wrapped around each nucleosome
(14). For example, on average, human genes have ~44 bp
separating each nucleosome, with NRL ¼ 191 bp (40).
NRLs as short as 167 bp are found in fission yeast and
neuronal cells, whereas the longest linkers with an NRL
of ~240 bp exist in echinoderm sperm (14).
While early quantification of NRLs in various cells
was performed by a micrococcal nuclease assays (14), EM
provided the first images demonstrating fiber structure
dependence on the NRL (32). Such patterns have been
corroborated by mesoscale modeling, where short NRLs
of 173 or 182 bp (26 or 35 bp linker) favor stiff compact fibers with strict repeating structures; medium NRLs of 191
or 200 bp (44 or 53 bp linker) show polymorphic bent fibers;
and long NRLs such as 227 bp (80 bp linker) favor highly
bent globular states where individual fibers can be difficult
to define (46–48). Recent force-extension studies also
showed the different mechanical response for fibers of
different linker lengths (49).
When fibers are saturated with linker histone, the most
compact fibers emerge at moderate values of NRL (50).
These patterns occur because compact stems form optimally
when the length of the LH is approximately the same as the
length of the linker DNA. When the DNA is much longer, it
necessarily bends, encouraging less compact fibers (48).
A linear relationship between the NRL and LH density has
long been observed experimentally (14). Recently, Luque
et al. (50) have interpreted this relationship by formation
of compact zigzag fibers at a critical LH density that is
NRL-dependent. Importantly, at this compact zigzag state,
different fibers have similar tail interaction patterns, suggesting how cells can sense these patterns to adjust the NRL and
LH density as needed for cell function at specific cell stages.
The LH content of chromatin fibers is thus not only important
for regulating the local chromatin structure; the effects may
translate into global features, as we discuss below.
Experimental background on nucleosomes, fibers, and
chromosomes

Mononucleosomes and short oligonucleosome fibers have
been investigated using x-ray crystallography, cryo-EM imaging, small angle x-ray scattering techniques, and single
molecule FRET experiments, to name a few (15). CryoEM imaging recently detailed a compact tetranucleosome fi-

ber (with short DNA linkers) at high resolution (51), while
x-ray crystallography has revealed configurations of histone
tails (52). Single molecule FRET experiments have mapped
conformational intermediates of wrapped and unwrapped
DNA around the nucleosome, suggesting several states
involved in spontaneous unfolding (53), as well as characterizing the binding configurations and salt-dependent
compaction of the LH C-terminal domain (54).
At low salt levels, a short chain of nucleosomes appears
like ‘‘beads on a string’’, or uncondensed 10 nm chromatin
fibers, as observed on the electron microscope (Fig. 1). This
level of organization constitutes chromatin secondary structure. With recent advances in genome sequencing, however,
some researchers have characterized this level of organization in terms of nucleosome occupancy, where the binding
sites of nucleosomes are plotted against genomic sequence.
Nucleosome occupancy profiles have been characterized in
both somatic and embryonic cells, often revealing local fluctuations in nucleosome binding tendencies near TSSs (55).
At higher levels of salt concentration, nucleosomes associate to form chromatin fibers (up to ~200 nucleosomes).
These fibers are generally studied by contact probability
profiles, where cross-linking experiments in vitro and in vivo
determine nucleosome contact tendencies. Short-range contacts, ranging from 1 to 25 nucleosomes, can be determined
by the EM-assisted nucleosome interaction capture
(EMANIC) technique, which cross links nucleosomes and
then relaxes the contacts, followed by EM visualization
(9,56). These contact probability profiles serve as a fingerprint for chromatin fiber type, and can distinguish ordered
from nonordered fibers, as well as highlighting fiber characteristics. Zigzag fibers, for example, feature a next-neighbor
dominance, or i 5 2 peaks in local contacts, whereas solenoid fibers show strong near-neighbor contacts, or i 5 1
peaks in the local contact probability profile. Ideal solenoids
also show lower peaks in the i 5 6 nucleosome range.
Further contacts for idealized zigzag or solenoid fibers are
not expected, due to heteromorphicity in natural cellular
conditions. Other imaging techniques have also been used
to study chromatin fibers at this level, including atomic
force microscopy and optical tweezers used for force-pulling, although the resolution obtained is lower compared to
that for small oligonucleosome fibers. See Schlick et al.
(57) for a review.
Gene loci and functional gene elements that span from
100 to 800 kb (~400–4000 nucleosomes) can be examined
by chromatin conformation capture techniques (3C), where
chromatin contacts are fixed via formaldehyde titration and
then sequencing technology is used to determine the distance from specified sequences to cross-linked regions.
These contact profiles have been used to investigate the
structure of active (58) and inactive (59) gene loci, roughly
corresponding to closed heterochromatin and open euchromatin regions (see Fig. 1). These studies suggest that active
euchromatin may be composed of 2–3 large loops on the
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order of 100–500 kb each, which act to bring TSSs within
close proximity to form ‘‘active chromatin hubs’’ (58).
Genes associated with low levels of transcription in healthy
cells, like the GATA-4 locus, feature smaller loops (8–30
kb); their transcription start site is near the center of the
connection hub and is associated with trimethylations of
Lys27 on the H3 tail (H3K27Me3) and recruitment of polycomb group (PcG) proteins (60). Together, these data suggest that loop size in the fiber and gene levels is important
for distinguishing between open and closed chromatin states
(59). Superresolution imaging techniques like STORM
have also investigated the structure of active and inactive
chromatin at the gene level, providing information about
volume and surface area of gene loci (61). Details of the
three-dimensional structures of these contacts, however,
have not yet been observed directly.
Contact probabilities that span millions of basepairs
are also emerging for different cell lines and species via
genomewide chromosome experiments like Hi-C, an extension of 3C techniques developed for high-throughput
implementation (62). Contact maps show that chromosomes
self-associate with marked division in the nucleus (as
sketched in Fig. 1), corroborating data by in situ fluorescence
techniques (62). Contacts on the Mb length scales can be
further decomposed from chromosomes to topologically
associating domains (TADs) (63), which vary in size. The
CTCF protein is associated with long-term maintenance of
these TADs (64), and a recently proposed loop extrusion
mechanism suggests that cohesin proteins work cooperatively with CTCF proteins to recognize specific DNA
sequences and establish the loops (65).
Contact probabilities at this scale, however, are difficult
to understand directly, and require polymer or other
models for their interpretation. Traditionally, polymer
models neglect details at the kb length scale, as well as other
variables known to influence chromatin structure, such as
discussed above (i.e., NRL, linker histone density, divalent
ion concentration, and PTMs) (66). The recent energy landscape approach (67,68) offers another interesting way to
interpret genomic data on this level.

General computational approaches
All atom, mesoscale, and polymer models

Computational techniques that can systematically explore
chromatin variables and features are helping interpret
and provide key insights into choromatin structure and function not available by experiments alone. New modeling approaches have been successful in determining the structure,
energy, dynamics, and effects of biochemical modifications
for a wide variety of chromatin-related structures and processes (1,2). Computational techniques can be classified as
atomistic, general coarse-grained, mesoscale, polymer, and
continuum approaches.
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While powerful, atomic resolution computational approaches are generally limited to a few nucleosomes due
to high computational requirements. These models, which
incorporate results from well-parameterized protein and nucleic acid force fields, are applied to a variety of interesting
questions. These include the dynamics of histone tails and
linker DNA in solution (69), effects of PTMs on global chromatin architecture (31), dynamics of DNA unwrapping (70),
and the roles of histone tails in stabilizing the nucleosome
core particle (30). See Ozer et al. (1), Dans et al. (2), and
Schlick et al. (57) for recent reviews.
Coarse-grained approaches are necessary for the study
of larger systems of chromatin. For example, recent investigations explored the free energy of wrapping/unwrapping of the nucleosome (68), tail-driven chromatin
aggregation, and interactions with explicit ions (71), force
spectroscopy curves (72), tail dynamics (30), and the
interaction of tails with regulatory proteins under ionic
conditions (73).
Mesoscale approaches often treat the nucleosome as
a basic subunit of modeling, while using other theories
to treat linker DNA and flexible protein segments. For
example, in our model (Fig. 2), we treat the nucleosome,
without the protruding tails, as a rigid electrostatic object
parameterized by Debye-H€uckel pseudo-surface charges
that reproduce the electrostatic environment of an atomistic
nucleosome (74). The linker DNA is treated with a
modified wormlike chain (48), and the flexible histone
tails and linker histones are coarse-grained by Brownian
dynamics to approximate atomic dynamics in unitedatom protein representations (75). By combining these
various representations into a single mesoscale potential,
we have developed a robust and scalable model that treats
systems from 1 to 500 nucleosomes (9,76). The model
incorporates varying internal parameters such as linker
DNA length (46–48), histone tails and their PTMs
(28,31,75), dynamic LH binding (50,77,78), and divalent
ion concentrations (56).
Kb-Mb-sized loops were first modeled in an attempt to
interpret fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) data of
a section of Chromosome 4 (79). In models based on these
data, the chromatin fiber was treated as an ideal polymer
and 120 kb-sized loops were proposed to be arranged in a
rosette-like structure in space (80), predicting compartmentalization on the Mb level (81). More recent polymer
models (82) are similarly helping interpret Hi-C contacts
in the Mb range. These synergistic approaches have successfully established the global behavior of chromosomal
organization in the nucleus (83), highlighting the organization of TADs (65,80), and describing formation of metaphase chromatin (84). The physical nature of the polymer
model subunit, however, is still an active area of debate.
For example, proposed models include rosette-like multiloop structures, loops with confined volume, and polymer
melts (82). The lack of detailed resolution regarding
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FIGURE 2 Hierarchical looping at the fiber level. (a) Our mesoscale model treats the various chromatin constituents separately. DNA is modeled as a
modified worm-like chain, with 9 bp per bead. LHs are coarse-grained from all-atom molecular dynamics simulations so that six beads represent the globular
head and 22 beads represent the C-terminal domain. The histone tails are coarse-grained from united-atom representations similarly, so that 5 amino acids
define a tail bead. Nucleosome cores, without tails, are treated as rigid bodies with 300 Debye-H€uckel pseudo-charges placed on the irregular nucleosome
surface using our program DiSCO (92), so that the electrostatic field is reasonably reproduced as a function of the monovalent salt concentration. These DNA,
LH, and histone tail beads are combined with the nucleosome to form our mesoscale chromatin model. (b–d) Sample 96-nucleosome configurations are
shown for LH-deficient (LH) (b), partially LH-saturated (one LH per two nucleosomes, or ½LH) (c), and LH-saturated (one LH per nucleosome,
or þLH) (d) fibers. Internucleosome contact matrices are calculated from each mesoscale configuration by measuring the distance between any two
core, tail, or linker DNA beads belonging to separate nucleosomes, where any distance measured <2 Å is considered a contact. In these matrices, local contacts are highlighted in red, whereas medium-range contacts are highlighted in green, and long-range contacts are colored in blue. To help visualize the three
types of internucleosome contacts, we mark specific nucleosome interactions in the contact matrices with an x symbol, and indicate the corresponding pair of
nucleosomes in the configurations above. We also sketch, at each bottom-right corner of the matrix, a simple polymer view to illustrate the evolution of
flaking. At bottom, EMANIC contact probabilities for metaphase and interphase chromatin were derived by cross linking native HeLa cell contacts in vivo,
before relaxing the structures and imaging via EM (9). When compared to contact probabilities derived from mesoscale models (black and dashed lines) of
varying LH concentrations, the patterns of LH fibers show good agreement with metaphase chromatin, whereas ½LH fibers correspond well to interphase
chromatin. LHs can modulate both local and global compaction: more compact fibers with saturated LH content have less self-association and thus are globally less compact, whereas ½LH or LH fibers are locally less compact, but globally more compact due to enhanced long-range (i 5 R7) contacts. To see
this figure in color, go online.

gene- and fiber-sized contacts (kb to sub-Mb) is a drawback. The notable absence of connections between the fiber
and chromosomal scales between experiment and theory
naturally suggests the development of multiscale models
that can bridge these gaps (1–3,31). The multiscale model
of Collepardo-Guevara et al. (31) combines the nucleosome
and fiber levels by a three-tiered computation (microsecond
atomistic molecular dynamics for tails and dinucleosomes,
with coarse-grained mesoscale fiber sampling), but more
general frameworks are also required to reach chromosomal
levels.

Insights from mesoscale modeling
Kb fibers are structurally diverse

The mesoscale model described above has reproduced
experimentally observed properties of chromatin for both
local structural features (internucleosome distances, entry/
exit angles) and global features. For example, calculated
sedimentation coefficients reproduce the salt dependence
of in vitro studies of fibers with 60 bp linker DNAs (or
NRL ¼ 207 bp) and of purified rat chromatin (56,78). Similarly, local properties such as the entry/exit angles, triplet
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angles, and packing ratios have been validated as a function
of salt for chicken erythrocyte chromatin that are summarized and cited in Luque et al. (78). Force-pulling experiments identify similar plateau values in force-extension
curves for short and long linker lengths and LH orientations
(85), and structural studies show good agreement for fibers
of short, medium, and long linker lengths (46,48) compared
to solved structures (51,52). See Arya and Schlick (29),
Luque et al. (78), and Collepardo-Guevara and Schlick
(85) for a summary of experimental validations.
We have also described the variability of viable secondary
structures (48,56), highlighting the rich structural diversity of
oligonucleosome fibers (57). Simulations have suggested that
interconversions between structures are tuned by internal parameters such as NRL (46), divalent ion concentration (56),
LH densities (50), and LH dynamic binding/unbinding (85),
all of which vary throughout cell cycle and differentiation
state (15). Thus, nuclear organization and architecture may
be best understood as an ensemble of chromatin states, tied
together by common folding motifs and compaction states,
rather than chemical species or static structure (57).
The long-standing controversy between zigzag and solenoid forms of chromatin can be reconciled by considering
that the addition of magnesium ions into solution encourages a small degree of linker DNA bending so that zigzag
and solenoid features combine into one compact fiber
(56). Namely, computational contact profiles compared
with EMANIC contact profiles reveal that most compact fibers blend as mostly zigzag with 20–30% solenoid features
optimally, to produce a more compact fiber than a pure
zigzag chain. These polymorphic features likely encourage
interconversions in the cell, as needed to fit evolving biological roles.
Modeling has suggested that by varying the NRL value
along 24 nucleosome fibers, three different classes of fiber
conformations form, termed bent-ladders, canonical, and
polymorphic, each with distinct structural properties. Bent
ladders, which incorporate alternating short or medium
linker lengths (with alternating NRL values of 173/182,
173/209, and 173/227 bp), favor short loops, hairpins,
or bends ~10–20 nucleosomes long. Canonical fibers,
composed of alternating medium and long linkers with medium average linker length (NRLs of 182/191, 182/200,
191/200, 191/200, 200/209, 209/218, and 218/227 bp) form
irregular/heteromorphic zigzag fibers similar to those seen
with uniform medium linker lengths. Polymorphic fibers,
composed of alternating medium and long linker lengths
with long linkers on average (NRLs of 191/218, 200/218,
191/227, and 200/227 bp), tend to form highly bent or looped
structures (48). In vivo chromatin is likely to exhibit natural
variations from the above ideal models of NRLs. Because the
diameters of compact 30-nm chromatin fibers are similar to
the dimension of side-by-side 10-nm fibers or self-associating fibers (see Fig. 1), either one is a viable constituent
for larger chromatin architectures.
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Kb fibers form flaked networks or hierarchical loops

Self-associating fibers, expected in the crowded milieu
of the cell nucleus, may explain the absence of ordered
30 nm fibers. EMANIC data from chromatin in vivo revealed medium-range internucleosome contacts for both
interphase and metaphase chromatin, and long-range interactions for metaphase chromatin (9). Our corroborating
modeling of 96 nucleosome fibers at various levels of linker
histone concentrations suggests a regular looping network
with a prevalence of stacked, hierarchical loops as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The term ‘‘hierarchical looping’’,
or ‘‘flaking’’, refers to a polymer that has been compacted
laterally without knotting, with loops of various size undergoing further folding in space. We find that linker histonedeficient (LH) fibers show significantly greater long-range
contacts and self-association, whereas fibers with one LH
per two nucleosomes (½LH) show medium-range and fewer
long-range contacts. In contrast, LH saturated (þLH) fibers
show mostly short-range interactions (Fig. 2). Moreover, the
average contact probability profiles of LH fibers computed
from mesoscale modeling show excellent agreement with
local contact probability profiles in bulk metaphase chromatin as determined by EMANIC. Similarly, contact profiles for simulated ½LH fibers agree with local contact
probability profiles derived from bulk interphase chromatin
by EMANIC (Fig. 2, bottom row). Experimentally, it is
known that LH binding affinities are lower in metaphase
chromatin (38). Together, these findings suggest that stacks
of such hierarchical loops may represent local chromatin
contacts in vivo for both interphase and metaphase chromatin, similar to rope flaking used by mountain climbers
and rapelers. This folding motif features zigzag-dominant
chains with the added benefit of avoiding global tangles or
knots (9), and is consistent with an earlier mapping of nucleosome proximities in living cells (86).
The self-associating fibers define highly dynamic networks. Despite binding with high affinity, linker histones
are known to exchange spontaneously in solution (38).
Indeed, in our separate modeling work of dynamic LH binding in the context of fiber stretching due to applied forces,
we found that dynamic LH binding leads to significant softening of the fiber during force extension and reproduces
experimental force extension curves better. Thus, both the
binding rate and local binding affinity play an important
role in structural characteristics of the chromatin fiber, highlighting its fluid nature (77).
Interphase and metaphase chromatin transitions are mediated by LH binding, NRL, and salt concentration

While some characteristics of both interphase and metaphase chromatin have been elucidated experimentally, these
characteristics largely rely on long-lived contacts bridged by
external proteins such as CTCF and cohesin proteins on the
Mb scale. Candidates for dynamic, local folding motifs on
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the fiber scale (kb), however, are lacking. Hierarchical looping could help suggest how transitions between interphase
and metaphase forms could be mediated through dynamic
LH binding on both local and global structural scales.
That is, the higher levels of LH densities associated with
interphase chromatin yield more locally condensed and stiff
fibers (Fig. 2), whereas lower levels of LH associated with
metaphase chromatin promote more condensed global chromatin architectures due to increased midrange contacts and
enhanced self-association and nucleosome intradigitation
(Fig. 2). Thus, LH density likely plays a pivotal structural
role in the formation of condensed chromosomes.
Indeed, although LH binding affinity can vary throughout
the cell cycle, it is notably at a minimum during metaphase,
corresponding to the most globally condensed chromatin
state (38,87). Healthy cells actively regulate the binding affinity of LHs to nucleosomes throughout the cell cycle in
many ways, including LH phosphorylation (14) and citrullination (39). The sensitive relationship between NRL and LH
binding affinity is also associated with histone tail patterns
and cellular constraint aspects (50). Specifically, when the
length of the linker DNA corresponds to the optimal length
of LH’s C-terminal domain condensation, a stable LH stem
forms in a salt-dependent manner (50,78). Taken together,
these findings suggest that chromatin internal characteristics
are important components that regulate interphase and metaphase chromatin transitions, and that local contacts formed
by hierarchical loops, or flaking networks, can connect
different condensation states fluidly. These dynamic internal
parameters that evolve frequently are in contrast to external
proteins such as chromatin remodeling factors that act on
longer timescales and result in more stable structures.
Gene level folding is mediated by external proteins and tail
epigenetic marks

Because loop architectures are important features of gene
elements, hierarchical looping may play a role on the subMb level as well, in tandem with external protein elements
and epigenetic modifications. For example, the GATA-4
gene locus, which resides on the short arm of chromosome
8, has been implicated in epigenetic silencing via recruitment of long-lived chromatin remodeling factors at
nucleosomes associated with trimethylation of the H3 tail
at Lys27. Specifically, PcG proteins, which bind tightly to
H3K27Me3-enriched nucleosomes and methylated DNA,
establish important bridges via loops on the sub-Mb scale
to regulate transcription. To examine these structures, we
have incorporated 3C contact data of a 5-loop hub for the
GATA-4 system as harmonic restraints in our mesoscale
model. Analysis suggests that hierarchical loops operate
on this scale (~100 kb) (76) to condense the chromatin
and form a 5-loop stacked globule (see Fig. 3). Specifically,
these stacked loops accommodate the GATA-4 connections
seen in epigenetically silenced cells, and envelop the TSS,

which lies between the third and fourth loop (in the direction
of transcription; see Fig. 3). Thus, hierarchical looping may
play a structural and functional role by helping guide the
5-loop gene element into the arrangement associated with
gene silencing, in cooperation with external proteins and
PTMs of the H3 tail.
While external remodeling factors such as PcG proteins
and HP1 may induce long-lived hierarchical looping on
the gene level, short-lived local contacts on the fiber level
can be mediated by internal parameters such as LHs (78),
NRLs (48,50), H4 tail modification states (31), and divalent
ion concentration (56). These internal parameters act primarily by modulating linker DNA flexibility, LH binding
affinities, and nucleosome-nucleosome contacts, whereas
larger sub-Mb contacts are likely guided into their arrangement by external proteins and epigenetic marks such as H3
tail modifications.
Hierarchical looping is consistent with experiment

A general paradigm of hierarchical chromatin folding has
long been assumed for DNA compaction (88). However, a
specific mechanism of folding has rarely been suggested
beyond coiling as implied by 30-nm structures. Recent
Hi-C data in conjunction with polymer models of metaphase
chromatin do not suggest hierarchical coiling, but instead
condensation, which proceeds first along the main axis
and then orthogonal to the main axis, where orthogonal
compaction occurs with linear arrays of regular loops on
the order of hundreds of kb (84). Hi-C-based computational
models of interphase chromatin are more heterogenous in
terms of compaction states, but the data underscore the
role of large loops anchored by CTCF proteins. Early
FISH experiments have suggested models of 120 kb-sized
loops arranged into rosettelike subcompartments as early
as 1992 (79,81), predicting loop networks for TADs, which
were later supported by Hi-C data (63).
The zigzag aspects of hierarchical looping are also supported by recent experiments. Single nucleosome resolution
experiments such as superresolution nanoscopy can quantify
local contacts in bulk conditions. For example, superresolution imaging of mouse embryonic stem cells recently showed
a prevalence of 4-nucleosome clusters (19), fitting with
similar clusters found in high-resolution Micro-C data obtained from budding yeast genomes (89). Such clusters
emerged naturally in mesoscale simulations that employed
forced unraveling of zigzag fibers, suggesting that small
nucleosome clusters are a feature of highly fluid chromatin
chains under tension (90). The pliant zigzag chains present
in flaked networks that do not form 30-nm fibers are an
important feature of hierarchical looping (see Figs. 1
and 2). They also naturally lead to small clusters of nucleosomes corresponding to medium-range interactions.
Imaging of condensed metaphase chromosomes, in
conjunction with in situ fluorescence assays like FISH,
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FIGURE 3 Hierarchical looping at the gene level. Structural model of the GATA-4 gene locus in an open, active state (left) versus an epigenetically silent
state (right) as suggested by a combination of 3C contact data and mesoscale modeling (76). The GATA-4 gene has been shown to exhibit five distinct chromatin loops of ~43, 61, 57, 157, and 109 nucleosomes each (colored in tan, blue, green, white, and purple, respectively); each loop is associated with enriched
trimethylation of Lys27 of histone tail H3 (H3K27Me3) and PcG protein binding. The TSS, which resides between loop 3 and 4 (from 50 to 30 ), is enveloped
by the chromatin loops when these contacts are enforced in our mesoscale model, suggesting a structural mechanism for epigenetic silencing of the GATA-4
gene. To see this figure in color, go online.

has shown that metaphase chromatin is structurally
condensed in bands that lie perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the chromosome. These results have motivated the
thin-plate model for metaphase chromatin, where nucleosomes are organized in single layers of nucleosomes,
resulting in bands with a width of ~6 nm (17). Hierarchical
looping shares extensive nucleosomal self-association with
this model (Figs. 1 and 2), but also makes connections
with the more disordered notion of a polymer melt (4),
which arose from cryo-EM imaging of metaphase HeLa
cells that lack 30-nm fibers. Hierarchical looping helps
reconcile these models by combining structural zigzag
layers with fluid networks whose geometries can be
controlled by internal parameters and external factors
(Fig. 1).
Looking ahead
Considering the wide variety of fluid secondary and tertiary
chromatin structures now coming to light, it is clear that
highly dynamic and polymorphic structures, which readily
interconvert, likely describe the genome material in live eukaryotic cells, from the kb to the sub-Mb level, and possibly
further. Common folding motifs, such as hierarchical looping or flaking, may help bridge the architecture of fibers (kb)
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to genes (sub-Mb) and possibly chromosome territories
(Mb) as proposed in Fig. 1. Hierarchical loops bridge available experimental data, suggesting ordered zigzag fibers on
one level, but also loose, self-associating fibers in living
cells whose structure can be regulated by internal and
external factors. Specifically, the binding affinities of linker
histones to nucleosomes may be modulated dynamically
throughout cell cycle or differentiation state (91). These variable LH densities may in turn affect the extent of fiber selfassociation, and hence chromatin compaction throughout
cell cycle stage or differentiation state. Further protein binding and epigenetic marks work in tandem to regulate fiber
accessibility and condensation across multiple scales. The
precise mechanistic details about how transitions between
these states occur, remain to be uncovered.
New opportunities for modelers are now available as never
before, particularly as various experimental approaches such
as EMANIC and high-resolution Hi-C-like technologies
such as Micro-C, and superresolution imaging technologies
begin to overlap. Initial results of these rapid developments
are highlighting the fluid exchange of chromatin secondary
structure on the local level, along with global nuclear features
specific to cellular differentiation state and stage (56,89).
Despite the great progress made, however, important challenges lie ahead. It will be important to fully characterize
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the various levels of folding hierarchies, transitions between
various states, and the associated dynamics by a combination
of experiment and theory. Bridging these scales as suggested
in Ozer et al. (1) will undoubtedly offer translational ramifications for understanding genetic diseases and developing
novel epigenetic-based treatments (59).
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